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	Product Information
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Originally published in 1952, How to Build Modern Furniture Volume 2 by Mario Dal Fabbro (a famous furniture designer and craftsman) shows all of the essential tools and design information that the amateur craftsman will need to build beautiful modern furniture, including the designs and assembly of over 55 pieces of furniture with clear construction details.
Section I of the book describes the simple tools which you will find in any home, the more elaborate tools which may be added to the collection, workbenches for beginners and advanced craftsmen, and two different workshop arrangements.
Section II explains the correct use of the equipment described in Section I as well as the use of woodworking machinery.
Section III illustrates the basic measurements of certain furniture pieces such as the heights of chairs and tables, the depths of chests, and the lengths of sofas, bookshelves and wardrobes.
Section IV deals with specific furniture pieces you can build. You will note that most pieces can be used in several different rooms. Some chairs may be ideal for a living room but could also be used in a study or bedroom. The chests could also be used in a number of rooms.
There are over 55 different furniture pieces shown in this volume. Each piece has been designed so that it will be easy to build and yet strong in use. It would be advisable to pick the pieces you build in accordance with your experience and ability. Leave those more complicated pieces until later -- there's no use rushing it.
From time to time you may find it helpful to refer to How to Build Modern Furniture Vol.1: Practical Construction Methods for different methods of joining, for upholstery procedures, and for instructions in the use of veneers, plywoods, glass, plastics, and metals and the application of hardware. The first volume also includes 9 more furniture designs for the amateur builder.
The complete 2-volume set of How to Build Modern Furniture is planned for the use of people in different branches of the furniture field, such as architects, draftsmen, interior decorators, cabinet makers, amateurs, hobbyists, and college students.
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